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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale«—Television teaching is a relatively new trend and
the elementary school has accepted the challenge of using it as a
medium of instruction in the curriculum. The writer believes that
every advantage of the new instrument and technique which contributed
to the achievement of improving educational opportunities for our
children should be utilized. Our standards of education must be
improved in the light of current and future demands, and television
is an integral part of progress in the educational field. The content
of the curriculum has been enlarged to include new learnings with
television, and it enlarges the dimensions of the curriculum by intro¬
ducing a wider variety and greater availability of resources.
State School Superintendent Claude Purcell states that tele¬
vision teaching is considered a forward step for education in Georgia.
It is realized, however, that nothing can replace the classroom teach¬
er, but new tools such as television can strengthen the programs of
every local school and provide new learning opportunities for every
child,^
^The Atlanta Constitution. September 5, 1960, p. 8.
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Television made its first appearance in education in 1932 at
Iowa State University, however, it was not used for formal instruction
until 1953,^ The John Hopkins University presented a series of
science programs in its local area, beginning in March, 1943, in
cooperation with Baltimore's WMAJR.-TV and the Columbia Broadcasting
System.2 Today, with the pace of the sixties, half a million children
and adults receive regular instruction by television daily. Pittsburgh
school system was one of the first to broadcast televised programs to
assist teachers in their regular classrooms, using fifth grade level as
a beginning.^ It gave pupils more opportunities for independent re¬
search, independent thinking, and increased ability in listening skills.
Television teaching is an important step in the desired experiences of
boys and girls.
Television can vastly extend the reach of the nation’s best
teachers, and can bring to pupils educational experiences far beyond
the potential of the conventional means of classroom teaching.^ In a
large class situation, there is greater awareness of self-responsibil¬
ity, and an increased respect for the rights of others.
Television is believed to be one of the most effective means
of hrnnan communication; hence, it can perform some functions in the
^Dave Chapman, Design for ETVi Planning for Schools with
Television (New York: Industrial Design for Educational Facilities
Laboratories, 1960), p. 3.
^Lynn Poole, Science Via Television (Baltimore: The John
Hopkins Press, 1950), p, 2.
^Chapman, op. cit., p. 21.
^Fund for the Advancement of Education, Teaching by Television
(New York: The Ford Foundation, May, 1959), p. 5.
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teaching process with great effectiveness, as a rich source of motiva¬
tion. It is believed that through television the child who has not
mastered the basic skills will gain an opportunity to rely on his
senses to assist him in learning on a more nearly basis with the child
possessing required study skill. Public relations between the school
and the home can be improved through the sharing of mutual experiences
brought about by the television.
The term, "educational television," gained widespread recogni¬
tion as a result of the action, in 1952, of the Federal Communications
Commission in reserving 242 TV channels for non-commercial use by edu¬
cational interests in this country. By 1957, the number had reached
258.^
The three t3q>es of educational television in use today are
closed-circuit, a television station, and a program production center.
The New York School Board adopted the program production center which
permits information to be manufactured for both closed-circuit and on-
the-air facilities, either live for simultaneous distribution or
recorded on video tape, kinescope, or film for subsequent distribution,^
The board felt that this program would be economical, efficient, and
effective. It can make program material for the other two forms,
closed-circuit and a station, and at the same time, serve as a student
training center.
^James W, Brown, Richard B. Lewis, and Fred F. Harcleroad,
A-V Instruction Materials and Methods (New York; McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc,, 1959), p. 212.
^Sol Comberg, "New York Builds an ETV Center," Overview
(February, 1961), pp. 55-56.
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Teaching with television, as an audio-visual aid, is both
exciting and challenging; however, it is not merely another audio¬
visual aid, but a permanent tool of education. Television offers
the greatest potential in the broadest areas than most of the audio¬
visual aids used frequently in the classrooms. Through discriminative
choice of programs, television children may think better, become more
creative, learn more and become better persons. It is one of the most
effective means of human commvinication. When any system of communica¬
tion becomes available to a large proportion of the population, it
becomes a potential force in education. The job of keeping abreast of
the world and its happenings is much easier and more meaningful because
of the television. Great success comes only with the careful selection
of curricular items to be taught, methods to employ, and teachers
whose personalities carry in the television classroom.^
Evolution of the Problem.—Television demands the very best in
teaching skill and is an exacting medium. An interest in this study
was inspired by direct contact in one of the public schools of Atlanta,
Georgia. After reading pros and cons during this research on educa¬
tional instruction by TV, the writer was concerned with its effective¬
ness in an experimental group and a controlled group of fifth graders.
The growing school population in Edmund Asa Ware School's area prompted
the initiation of the television instructional program into operation
to alleviate double sessions, and to keep more children at school for
the full day.
^Edwin Adkins, TV in Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1960), p. 66.
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Contribution to Educational Knowledge.—It is hoped that this
research study can be used as a guide to those whose interest is in
the improvement of TV teaching in the elementary grades. It is hoped
that this study will also serve as a means of broadening the TV pro¬
gram to its fullest potential in this d3mamic changing society.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem involved in this study
was to determine the relative effectiveness of television teaching
upon the achievement in the social studies of seventy fifth grade
pupils of the Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia.
Limitation of the Study.—The research design did not provide
for a control of the incidental learning of social studies outside of
the classroom. Nor did the research design provide for the measurement
or testing of social studies learnings gained from viewing television
at home.
Purposes of the Study.—»The major purpose of this study was to
determine the differences, if any, in social studies achievement of
two groups of fifth grade pupils at Edmund Asa Ware School.
More specifically, the purposes were as follows:
1. To ascertain the difference in the general social studies
achievement of pupils with and without training through use
of television.
2. To determine the differences in the knowledge of the community,
state, and world between pupils taught by TV and those not
taught by TV with the use of achievement tests.
. To determine the significant differences, if any, between the
correlations ("r's") for the two groups on the paired
3
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variables of the test instriiments for the respective groups
of pupils.4.To derive implications for the improvement of the use of
television programs in the teaching of social studies.
Definition of Terms.—For the purpose of clarity, the specific
terms used in this study have been defined as follows:
1. "Educational Television" refers to programs operating under
the special reservation of the Federal Communications
Commission.
2. "Closed-circuit" refers to private reception of televised
information, which is made possible by transmitting from
cameras over wires, or by microwave, to receivers that are
included in a closed circuit.
3. "Open-circuit" refers to ETV by commercial networks.
4. "Classroom teacher" refers to one who works cooperatively
with the studio teacher and directly with the pupils.
5. "Studio teacher" refers to one who conducts telecasts via
television.
6. "Telecast" refers to a broadcast of both sight and sound.
7. "Control group" refers to pupils taught in the traditional
without the use of television.
8. "Experimental group" refers to pupils taught by means of the
television program.
Locale of the Study.—This study was conducted at Edmund Asa
Ware Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, during the first twelve
weeks of the first semester of 1961-1962. This school is located in
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the northwestern section of the city, with an enrollment of 1,140
pupils, with a grade range of kindergarten through the seventh grades;
and a teaching staff of thirty-six classroom teachers.
Method of Research.—The experimental method of research was
utilized to gather the necessary data required to fulfill the expressed
purposes of this research.
Description of Instruments.—The instruments used in this study
were selected to reveal substantiating evidence of the purpose for
which the study was made. Instruments used to collect data for the
study were;
1. Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test^—This test samples
various kinds of mental processes to establish the level and
rate of mental development of the examinee. There are ten
components in the entire test.
2. Stanford Achievement Test^—This test, a comprehensive achieve¬
ment test, was designed to measure the knowledges, skills and
understandings of social studies achievement. There are two
forms, Jm and Km, each comprising up to 102 and 103 test items
respectively.
3. Metropolitan Achievement Test^—The test measures the mastery
of social studies content in history, geography and civics.
There are two forms. Am and Bm, each comprising 60 test items,
^F. Kuhlmann and Rose G. Anderson, Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelli¬
gence Test. Form E (New Jersey; Personnel Press, Inc., 1952).
^Kelley, Madden, Gardner, Terman, and Ruch, Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test, Forms Jm and Km (New York; World Book Company, 1953).
^Bixler, Durost, Hildreth, Lund, and Wrightstone, Metropolitan
Achievement Test. Forms Am and Bm (New York; World Book Co., 1953).
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Subjects.—The subjects who were involved in this research
were seventy fifth grade pupils enrolled in the Edmund Asa Ware Ele¬
mentary School, Atlanta, Georgia. Their ages ranged from nine years
to twelve years. There were thirty-nine boys and thirty-one girls.
Research Procedure.—The following procedural steps were used
during this research.
1. Permission to conduct this study was secured from the proper
school authorities.
2. A survey of related literature pertinent to this study was
made.
3. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test was administered for
the purpose of securing equivalent groups.
4. The initial testing designed to ascertain the beginning levels
of knowledge, understanding, and practices in the social studies
by the subjects used; the Stanford Achievement, Intermediate
Social Studies Test, Form Jm, and the Metropolitan Achievement,
Intermediate Social Studies Test, Form Am.
5. Pupils were taught for a 12-weeks period during which one
group was exposed to television training and the other group
was taught by the classroom teacher.
6. The final testing designed to determine the relative effective¬
ness of TV versus Non-TV instruction used alternate form of the
Stanford Achievement and Metropolitan Achievement tests.
7. The data derived from the testing programs were assembled in
appropriate tables, and treated statistically for the following
indices; mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of
the mean, "t," and "r."
8. Findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations as
derived from the data are presented in the thesis.
Collection of Data.-^The data for this research were secured by
the administration of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test, Form E;
the Stanford Achievement Tests, Forms Jm and Km; and the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Forms Am and Bm to the seventy fifth grade pupils
enrolled in Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School during the first semester
of 1961
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During the month of September, 1961, the tests were adminis¬
tered as follows;
3rd Week - Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Am
Stanford Achievement Test, Form Jm
During the month of December, 1961, the tests were administered
as follows:
1st Week - Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Bm
Stanford Achievement Test, Form Km
The total testing time was two hours and one and one-half
minutes.
The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test, the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test and the Metropolitan Achievement Test were given in the
fifth grade classrooms. Subjects were arranged in single seats. Each
had in his possession pencils and erasers.
The writer had at her convenience extra pencils, extra erasers,
a test, test manual, and a stop watch for administration. After
checking to see that all examinees had all materials required, the
test booklets were distributed face-up. The manual of direction was
followed.
Survey of Related Literature.—Television in education has a
significant, if short, history. It has already become a part of the
teaching program in schools across the United States. Edmund Asa Ware
Elementary School is but one of the 569 school districts across the
nation making regular use of televised instruction. The use of tele¬
vision in education can help meet both the teacher and building short¬
ages, but it must have a permanent place as an integral part of the
regular instructional program. Through the use of the mass meditim of
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communication, this research will attempt to find out the relative
effectiveness of the achievement of television teaching and the tra¬
ditional teaching among seventy fifth graders, and the relative impli¬
cations for its improvement. Methods, and the use of television, how¬
ever employed, are only means of and not goals of both teaching and
learning and academic achievements of pupils. The ability to see, to
hear and to react are basic needs for learning, therefore, television
makes possible a new kind of teaching in making subjects come alive for
pupils. Television can help the teacher fulfill her responsibility of
helping the individual child extend his present interests and develop
new ones, because of the greatest mass communication medium in the
history of mankind.^
Television instruction is, basically, no more than another
tool in the classroom teacher's kit. It cannot replace the classroom
teachers but it can increase quality throughout the nation at little,
if any, extra cost.^
The use of television in education is controversial mainly to
those who have never seen it in operation. Television is an audio¬
visual aid, a teaching tool, to speed learning, aid retention and pro¬
vide motivation for further learning. It is the most challenging new
medium we have for transferring knowledge. It can bring the whole
world into the classroom or home.^
^Marilyn J, Zuckner, "Television: A Spur to Reading,"
Elementary English, XXXVII, No, 1 (January, 1960), pp. 44-46.
^Evan Hill, "Education from the Sky," Reader's Digest. LXXX,
No, 477 (January, 1962), pp. 128-132.
^Vincent J. Glennon, Frontiers of Elementary Education IV
(New York: Syracuse IMiversity Press, 1957), p, 50.
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The role of educational television is an extension of the edu¬
cational system to serve an immensely greater number of people. Educa¬
tional institutions must accept the responsibility for using every
means available to fill the need for wider and deeper information and
knowledge on the part of the public and students of America.^
The primary obligation of the teaching profession is to guide
children, youth, and adults in the pursuits of knowledge and skills, to
prepare them in the ways of democracy, and to help them to become happy,
useful, self-supporting citizens. The ultimate strength of the nation
lies in the social responsibility, economic competence, and moral
strength of the individual American. Through TV, the mass media of
instruction, children and adults become witnesses to living history.
The educational profession must welcome changes that may improve the
quality and increase the quantity of education. The American way is
to find and adopt newer and better ways of doing what we want done in
regard to mass education.^ The Superintendent of Atlanta Public
Schools, Dr, John Letson, stated that the versatility of television
for communicating with vital information to large groups of people
for whom central assembly is difficult is just now beginning to be
realized. Television has the advantage of enabling demonstrations of
techniques and the presentation of concrete details which would be
impossible for a large audience, especially on the local scene.^
^Carrol V, Newsom, A Television Policy for Education
(Washington, D.C,: American Council on Education, 1952), p. 42.
^Alexander Stoddard, Schools for Tomorrow; An Educators Blue¬
print (New York: Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1957), p. 31.
^Ben Gibson, "In-Service Training Telecasts Find Favor; More
on Way," Focus. I, No. 2 (Atlanta: Atlanta Public School System,
October, 1960), p. 4.
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Television is best used for group or mass education. It has
the potential of bringing to groups of pupils whatever we wish to trans
mit. The future of classroom television will be largely determined by
the extent to which programming can be directed along lines consistent
with our goals in education, which is to improve educational opportun¬
ities for all children.^ TV is a powerful tool which has helped raise
the quality of education in the face of rising numbers of students and
a shortage of able teachers. During its ten year history, television
2
has established the fact that it can instruct, inform and inspire.
Television and other forms of visual aids offer the schools the possi¬
bility of carrying on the first phase of the learning experience in as
large groups as administratively feasible. This might release the
resources necessary to provide smaller groups than are generally pro¬
vided at present to carry on the reaction side of the learning process
on a basis fitted more closely to individual needs and growth progress.
There were many schools eager to use ETV to improve the achieve
ment of educational opportunities for children. Nearly forty thousand
students in more than two hundred schools received a portion of their
daily instruction over television.^ In Atlanta, there are thirty-two
elementary schools and nine high schools participating in the National
^Chester D. Babcock, "The Teacher, TV, and Teaching Machines,"
NEA Journal. XLIX, No. 5 (May, 1960), 30-31.
^Richard B. Hull, "ETV History and Status," The North Central
Association Quarterly. XXXV, No, 4 (April, 1960), p, 295.
^Alexander Stoddard, op, cit., p, 39.
^A Report on The National Program in The Use of Television in
The Public Schools (New York: Fund for the Advancement of Education
and the Ford Foundation, 1960), p. 2.
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Program, with a total of one hundred thirty-five classes,^ Edmund Asa
Ware Elementary School initiated this plan in order to eliminate double
sessions because the growing school population produced an acute short¬
age of classroom space, thus, ETV was placed into operation.
The Joint Council on Educational Television has defined the
functions of ETV as programs for the in school instruction, formal
instruction for adults, informal instruction for adults, instruction
for home and business, liberal education and cultural improvement, and
children's programs (without gunplay or violence).^
Television can portray history in the making, at the time it
is actixally happening. ETV is strongly supported and promoted by the
Ford Foundation, endorsed by educators, congressmen and senators. It
is hailed by some as the major solution to many staggering educational
problems of the population explosion, too few buildings and classrooms,
double shifts, and the shortage of competent teachers. Television
creates a feeling of being an important figure in a large organization,
and it is an experience that pupils share in common for quality of
services rendered.
It is becoming more and more apparent that educational tele¬
vision is here to stay and that there will be progressive steps at
^Ibid.. p. 38,
^James Brown, Richard B. Lewis, and Fred F. Harcleroad, A-V
Instruction Materials and Methods (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co,,
Inc., 1959), p. 212.
Marjorie Granger Dawson, "Is Something Wrong with ETV
Picture?" NEA Journal, L, No. 5 (May, 1961), 43-45.
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every narrowing interval. The gigantic problem facing our nation of
how to educate our ever increasing population seems somewhat lessened
at the thought of the part that will be played by the use of ETV in
our future.
Summary of Related Literature.—The related literature perti¬
nent to the problem seems to set forth the viewpoints of those investi¬
gators who are especially interested in the study of television teach¬
ing are siimmarized in the overall generalized separately indicated
paragraphs to follow,
1. Television can provide motivation for learning and can help
the teacher fulfill her responsibility of helping the individ¬
ual child extend his present interests and develop new ones.
2. The role of educational television is an extension of the
educational system to serve an immensely greater number of
people.
3. The educational profession must welcome changes that may
improve the quality and increase the quantity of education.
4. Television has the advantage of enabling demonstrations of
techniques and the presentation of concrete details which
would be impossible for a large audience.
5. The television has helped raise the quality of education in
the face of rising numbers of students and a shortage of
able teachers.
6. Educational television may be defined as programs operating
under the special reservation of the Federal Communications
Commission.
7. Television and other forms of visual aids offer the schools
the possibility of carrying on the first phase of the learning
experience in as large groups as administratively possible,
8. Television can portray history in the making, at the time it
is actually happening.
9. ETV is strongly supported and promoted by the Ford Foundation,
endorsed by educators, congressmen and senators.
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10, Television is hailed by some educators as a solution to many
educational problems of the population explosion, too few
buildings and classrooms, double shifts, and the shortage of
competent teachers.
Possible Values of the Study.—Probable values derived from
this study are characterized as;
1. To arrive at a clear picture of the level of development in
social studies achievement.
2. To identify those aspects of social studies achievement which
are most troublesome to the groups of pupils.
3. To serve as a frame of reference for the formulation of
educational implications.
4. To suggest more fruitful approaches to research in the area
of educational television.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statement.—The sources of the data of this study
of the tested differences between TV teaching and Non-TV teaching of
Social Studies were the scores obtained by the seventy fifth grade
pupils at the Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia,
on the following tests:
1. Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E^
2. Metropolitan Achievement Tests^
a. Initial Testing—Form Am
b. Final Testing—Form Bm
3. Stanford Achievement Tests^
a. Initial Testing—Form Jm
b. Final Testing—Form Km
The data revealed by the scores on the above tests, as made
by the two groups denoted as television and non-television, will be
^F. Kuhlmann and Rose G. Anderson, Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelli¬
gence Test. Form E (New Jersey: Personnel Press, Inc., 1952).
^Bixler, Durost, Hildreth, Lund, and Wrightstone, Metropolitan
Achievement Test. Forms Am and Bm (New York: World Book Company, 1953).
^Kelley, Madden, Gardner, Terman, and Ruch, Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test, Forms Jm and Km (New York: World Book Company, 1953).
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presented and analyzed through three series of tables categorized as
follows:
1. Data on the significant indices and observed statistical
differences between the two groups of subjects on the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test.^
2. Data on the significant indices and observed statistical
differences between the two groups of pupils on the Metro¬
politan Achievement Test, Forms Am and Bm,2 and the Stanford
Achievement Test, Forms Jm and Km.3
3. Significant correlations and significant differences between
correlations for the paired variables on the Kuhlmann-
Anderson Intelligence Test and the Stanford Achievement
and Metropolitan Achievement Tests, for the Television
and Non-Television group, respectively.^
4. Interpretative Summary
The criteria of reliability of the statistics of the various
paired variables of the data were: Fisher's "t" test of 2.58 for
significant difference at the one (1) per cent level of confidence;^
Fisher's "t" test of significant correlation;^ and Fisher's "t" test
for the significance of the difference between the two "r's."7
^Kuhlmann and Anderson, op. cit.
^Bixler, Durost, Hildreth, Lund, and Wrightstone, op. cit.
^Kelley, Madden, Gardner, Terman, and Ruch, op. cit.
^uhlmann and Anderson, op. cit.; ibid.
^J. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and




Analysis of Intelligence Data
Kuhlmann-Andarson Intelligence Test.—The data on intelligence
as derived from the raw scores on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
Test, E, as obtained by the seventy fifth grade pupils of the Edmund
Asa Ware Elementary School are presented in Tables 1 and 2, pages 19
and 20, in the separate paragraphs below.
Non-Television Group.—For the group of non-television pupils
the scores ranged from a low of 78 to a high of 120, to show a mean
score of 88.29, a median score of 87, with a standard deviation of
9.13, and a standard error of the mean of 1.56. Sixteen or 45.76 per
cent scored above the mean, 16 or 45.76 scored below the mean, and 3
or 8.58 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Television Group.—The scores of the pupils in the television
group ranged from a low of 63 to a high of 118, to show a mean score
of 86.97, a median score of 84, with a standard deviation of 12.73,
and a standard error of the mean of 2.18. Fifteen or 42.90 per cent
scored above the mean, 17 or 48.62 per cent scored below the mean, and
3 or 8.58 per cent fell within the mean class-interval.
Comparative Data and "t” Ratio on Intelligence.—The signifi¬
cance of the difference of the I.Q.'s on the Kuhlmann-Anderson
Intelligence Test for equating the two groups is presented in Table 2,
which shows the facts to follow. The mean I.Q. for the TV group was
86.97 and for the Non-TV group it was 88.29, with the difference be¬
tween the I.Q.'s of 1.32 in favor of the Non-TV group. The standard
deviation for the TV group was 12.73, for the Non-TV group it was 9.13,
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF IQ SCORES ON KUHLMANN-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE
TEST E AS OBTAINED BY THE NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY
FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
C . !♦
Non-TV Group TV Group






104-105- 106 1 2,86
101-102-103 1 2.86 4 11,44
98- 99- 100 3 8.58
95- 96- 97 3 8.58 1 2.86
92- 93- 94 5 14,30 4 11.44
89- 90- 91 3 8.58 3 8.58
86- 87- 88 3 8.58 3 8.58
83- 84- 85 4 11.44 3 8.58
80- 81- 82 5 14.30 4 11.44
77- 78- 79 7 20.02 4 11.44
74- 75- 76 1 2.86
71- 72- 73 1 2.86
68- 69- 70 3 8.58
65- 66- 67
62- 63- 64 1 2.86




S. E. 1.56 2.18
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TABLE 2
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE
TEST E AS OBTAINED BY NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH
GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962










TV 35 86.97 12.73 2.18
1.32 2.65 .5
Non-TV 35 88.29 9.13 1.56
with a difference between them of 3.60 in favor of the TV group. The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 2.65.
The "t" for these data was .5 which was not significant as it
was less than 2.58 at the one percent level of confidence. Hence, the
difference in the intelligence level between the two groups: televi¬
sion and non-television, was not statistically significant.
Analysis of the Achievement Data
Metropolitan Achievement Test (Social Studies).—The data on
the Social Studies component of the Metropolitan Achievement Test,
Form Am initial, as derived from the raw scores obtained by the
seventy fifth grade students of Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School
are presented in Tables 3 and 4, pages 21 and 22, and in the separate
paragraphs below.
Non-Television Group.—For the non-television group, the scores
ranged from a low of 19 to a high of 47 to show a mean score of 34.99,
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE STANDARD SCORES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT
TEST (SOCIAL STUDIES), FORM Am, AS OBTAINED BY NON-TV AND TV
GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT THE EDMUND ASA
WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
C. I.
Non-TV Group TV Group
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
47-48-49 1 2.86
44-45-46 2 5.72 1 2.86
41-42-43 3 8.58 1 2.86
38-39-40 6 17.16 5 14.30
35-36-37 6 17.16 5 14.30
32-33-34 8 22.88 7 20.02
29-30-31 5 14.30 5 14.30
26-27-28 1 2.86 5 14.30
23-24-25 2 5.72 3 8.58
20-21-22 2 5.72
17-18-19 1 2.86 1 2.86




S. E. 1.46 1.1
Grade Placement 3.4 3.0
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TABLE 4
SIGNIFICAOT DIFFERENCES ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(SOCIAL STUDIES), FORM Am, FOR NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF
SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA,
1961-1962










TV 35 33 31.72 6.24 1.1
3.27 1.80 1.82
Non-TV 35 35 34.99 8.52 1.46
a median score of 35, with a standard deviation of 8.52, and a
standard error of the mean of 1.46. Twelve or 34.32 per cent scored
above the mean, 17 or 48.62 per cent scored below the mean, and 6 or
17.16 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Television Group.—For the television group the scores ranged
from a low of 19 to a high of 45 to show a mean score of 31.72, a median
score of 33, with a standard deviation of 6.24, and a standard error
of the mean of 1.1. Further, it is shown that 12 or 34.32 per cent
scored above the mean, 16 or 45.76 per cent scored below the mean, and
7 or 20.02 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Comparative Data and '^t" Btatio on the Initial Achievement
Test.—The significance of the difference of the scores on the Metro¬
politan Achievement Test, Form Am, as obtained by the seventy pupils
of the non-television and television groups, is presented in Table 4,
above, which shows the facts as follows. The mean score for the non¬
television group was 34.99, for the television group 31.72, with a
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difference between the mean of 3.27 in favor of the non-television
group. The standard deviation fiDr the television group was 6.24, for the
non-television group 8.52, with a difference between them of 2.28 in
favor of the non-television group. The median for the non-television
group was 35, and for the television group, it was 33, with a difference
between the median of 2 in favor of the non-television group. The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 1.80.
The "t" for these data was 1.82 which was not significant as
it was less than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. There¬
fore, the difference on the variable of achievement between the group
of non-television and the group of television fifth grade pupils was
not statistically significant.
Stanford Achievement Test (Social Studies) .—The data on the
Social Studies component of the Stanford Achievement Test, Form Jm, as
derived from the raw scores obtained by the seventy fifth grade stu¬
dents as presented in Tables 5 and 6, pages 24 and 25, are analyzed in
the separate paragraphs that follow.
Non-Television Group.-«»The raw scores for the non-television
group ranged from a low of 4 to a high of 49 to show a mean score of
18.14, a median of 16, with a standard deviation of 8.49, and a stand¬
ard error of the mean of 1.45. Fifteen or 42.90 per cent scored above
the mean, 14 or 40.04 per cent scored below the mean, and 6 or 17.16
per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Television Group.—The raw scores of the television group
ranged from a low of 6 to a high of 36 to show a mean score of 19.37,
a median score of 19, with a standard deviation of 7.35, and a
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SOCIAL
STUDIES), FORM JM, AS OBTAINED BY NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY
FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
Non-TV Group TV Group
C. I.








33-34-35 1 2.86 1 2.86
30-31-32 1 2.86 1 2.86
27-28-29 3 8.58 3 8.58
24-25-26 1 2.86 2 5.72
21-22-23 5 14.30 6 17.16
18-19-20 3 8.58 9 25.74
15-16-17 6 17.16 4 11.44
12-13-14 6 17.16 2 5.72
9-10-11 6 17.16 4 11.44
6- 7- 8 1 2.86 1 2.86
3- 4- 5 1 2.86




S. E. 1.45 1.26
Grade Placement 2.0 2.1
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TABLE 6
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SOCIAL
STUDIES), FORM Jm, AS OBTAINED BY NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF
SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
1961-1962










TV 35 19 19.37 7.35 1.26
1.23 1.92 .64
Non-TV 35 16 18.14 8.49 1,45
standard error of the mean of 1,26. Fifteen or 42.90 per cent scored
above the mean, 11 or 31.46 per cent scored below the mean, and 9 or
25.74 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Comparative Data and "t'* Ratio on the Initial Achievement
Test.—The significance of the difference of the scores on the Stanford
Achievement Test, Form Jm, as obtained by seventy pupils of non-tele¬
vision and television groups, is presented in Table 6, above, which
shows the facts which follow. The mean score for the non-television
group was 18.14, for the television group 19.37, with a difference
between the mean of 1.23 in favor of the television group. The stand¬
ard deviation for the non-television group was 8.49, for the television
group 7.35, with a difference between them of 1,14 in favor of the
non-television group. The median for the non-television group was 16,
and for the television group 19, with a difference of 3 in favor of
TV group. The standard error of the difference between the two means
was 1.92.
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The "t" for these data was .64 which was not significant as it
was Less than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Conse¬
quently, the difference on the variable of achievement between the
group of non-television and the group of television fifth grade pupils
was not statistically significant.
Metropolitan Achievement Test.—The data on the achievement on
the Social Studies component of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form
Bm, as derived from the standard scores obtained by the seventy fifth
grade pupils at Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School as presented in
Tables 7 and 8, pages 27 and 28, are interpreted in the separate para¬
graphs below.
Non-Television Group.—The scores made by the group of non¬
television pupils ranged from a low of 22 to a high of 54, to show a
mean score of 35.23, a median score of 35, with a standard deviation
of 6.09, and a standard error of the mean of 1.04. Eleven or 31.46
per cent scored above the mean, 15 or 42.90 per cent scored below the
mean, and 9 or 25.74 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Television Group.—For the group of television pupils the
scores ranged from a low of 23 to a high of 49, to show a mean of
35.57, a median score of 35, with a standard deviation of 5.7, and
a standard error of the mean of .97. Thirteen or 37.18 per cent
scored above the mean, 17 or 48.62 per cent scored below the mean,
and 5 or 14.30 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Comparative Data and "t'* Ratio on the Final Achievement Test.—
The significance of the difference of the standard scores on the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Bm (Final) as obtained by the
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE STANDARD SCORES OF THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT
TEST (SOCIAL STUDIES), FORM Bm, AS OBTAINED BY SEVENTY NON-TV
AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT EDMOND ASA
WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
C. I.
Non-TV Group TV Group




44-45-46 2 5.72 4 11.44
41-42-43 1 2.86 2 5.72
38-39-40 7 20.02 6 17.16
35-36-37 9 25.74 5 14.30
32-33-34 7 20.02 7 20.02
29-30-31 4 11.44 6 17.16
26-27-28 2 5.72 3 8.58
23-24-25 1 2.86 1 2.86
20-21-22 1 2.86




S. E. 1.04 .97
Grade Placement 3.- 3.6
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TABLE 8
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE STANDARD SCORES OF THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SOCIAL STUDIES), FORM Bm, AS OBTAINED BY
NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT
EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962










TV 35 35 35.57 5.7 .97
.34 1.42 .24
Non-TV 35 35 35.23 6.09 1.04
seventy fifth grade pupils of the non-television and television groups,
is presented in Table 8, above, which shows the facts to follow. The
mean score for the non-television group was 35.23, for television
group 35.57, with a difference between the mean of .34 in favor of
the television group. The standard deviation for the non-television
group was 6.09, for the television group 5.7, with a difference between
them of .39 in favor of the non-television group. The median for the
non-television group and the television group was 35, with no difference
between them. The standard error of the difference between the two
means was 1*42.
The "t" for these data was .24 which was not significant as it
was less than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Conse¬
quently, the difference on the variable of Social Studies between the
pupils of the non-television and the television groups, respectively,
was not statistically significant on the final achievement test.
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Stanford Achievement Test.—The data on the achievement on the
Social Studies component of the Stanford Achievement Test, Form Km, as
derived from the raw scores obtained by the seventy fifth grade pupils
at Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School as presented in Tables 9 and 10,
pages 30 and 31, are interpreted in the separate paragraphs below.
Non-Television Group.—The scores made by the group of non¬
television pupils ranged from a low of 19 to a high of 69, to show a
mean score of 33.20, a median score of 32, with a standard deviation
of 10.08, and a standard error of the mean of 1.72. Seventeen or
48.62 per cent scored above the mean, 15 or 42.90 per cent scored below
the mean, and 3 or 8.58 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Television Group.—For the group of television pupils the
scores ranged from a low of 12 to a high of 51, to show a mean of
27.47, a median score of 26, with a standard deviation of 9.09, and
a standard error of the mean of 1.56. Sixteen or 45.76 per cent scored
above the mean, 13 or 37.18 per cent scored below the mean, and 6 or
17.16 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
Comparative Data and "t" Ratio on the Final Achievement Test.—
The significance of the difference of the raw scores on the Stanford
Achievement Test, Form Km (Final) as obtained by the seventy fifth
grade pupils of non-television and television groups, is presented in
Table 10, page 31, which shows the facts to follow. The mean score
for the non-television group was 33.20, for television group was 24.47,
with a difference of 5.73 in favor of the non-television group. The
standard deviation for the non-television group was 10.08, for the
television group 9.09, with a difference between them of .99 in favor
30
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SOCIAL
STUDIES), FORM Km, AS OBTAINED BY NON-TELEVISION AND TELEVISION
GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
C. I.
Non-TV Group TV Group







49-50-51 1 2.86 1 2.86
46-47-48 2 5.72 1 2.86
43-44-45 1 2.86 1 2.86
40-41-42 1 2.86
37-38-39 7 20.02 2 5.72
34-35-36 4 11.44 2 5.72
31-32-33 3 8.58 6 17.16
28-29-30 2 5.72 3 8.58
25-26-27 5 14.30 6 17.16
22-23-24 5 14.30 3 8.58








S. E. 1.72 1.56
Grade Placement 3.6 3.0
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TABLE 10
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE RAW SCORES OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT
TEST (SOCIAL STUDIES), FORM Km, AS OBTAINED BY NON-TV AND TV
GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962










TV 35 26 27.47 9.09 1.56
5.73 2.53 2.26
Non-TV 35 32 33.20 10.08 1.72
of the non-television group. The medium for the non-television group
was 32, for the television group 26, with a difference of 6 in favor
of the non-television group. The standard error of the difference
between the two means was 2.53.
The "t" for these data was 2.26 which was not significant as
it was less than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. There¬
fore, the difference on the variable of Social Studies achievement
between the group of non-television and the group of television fifth
grade pupils was not statistically significant.
Significance of the Correlations on
the Paired Tests
Analysis of Correlation Coefficients.—This particular section
of the research report will present a series of correlations as derived
from the paired variables on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E;
the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Forms Am and Bm; and the Stanford
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Achievement Tests, Forms Jm and Rm, for the respective non-television
and television groups of seventy fifth grade pupils enrolled in the
Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia, 1961-1962.
'*r'* for Intelligence and Achievement (Non-TV).—Table 11, page
33, shows that for the Non-TV group on the Initial Test that for the
correlation between intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
Test E) and achievement (Metropolitan Achievement, Fom Am), the "r"
was .34, with a standard error of "r" of .15, which was not significant
for it was not as great as three times its standard error index. The
"r" itself was positive and was not large enough to warrant the conclu¬
sion that the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the
data imply that there is not significant relationship between the
intelligence quotient and achievement scores for the non-television
group.
"r" for Intelligence and Achievement (TV).—Table 11, page 33,
shows that for the TV group on the Initial Test that for the correla¬
tion between intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E) and
achievement (Metropolitan Achievement, Form Am), the "r" was .29, with
a standard error of "r" of .15, which was not significant for it was
not as great as three times its standard error index. Therefore, the
data imply that there is not a significant relationship between the
scores on the intelligence quotient and the initial achievement test
score for the TV group.
"r" for Intelligence and Achievement (Non-TV).—Table 11, page
33, shows that for the Non-TV group on the Initial Test that for the
correlation between intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
TABLE 11
CORRELATIONS DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON IQ TEST E,
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST, FORM Am, AND THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT
TEST, FORM Jm, FOR NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE









• 34 .15 NS .29 .:5 NS
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
vs
Stanford Achievement Jm .82 .06 S .57 . .1 S
Metropolitan Achievement Am
vs
Stanford Achievement Jm .31 .15 NS .48 .13 S
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Test E) and achievement (Stanford Achievement, Form Jm), the "r" was
.82, with a standard error of "r" of .06, which was significant for
it was as great as three times its standard error index. The "r" was
positive and large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated
relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply that there is
statistically a significant relationship between the scores on the
intelligence test and the achievement test for the Non-TV group.
"r" for Intelligence and Achievement (TV).—Table 11, page 33,
also shows that for the TV group on the Initial Test that for the cor¬
relation between the intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
Test E) and achievement (Stanford Achievement, Form Jm), the "r" was
.57, with a standard error of "r” of .11, which was significant for it
was as great as three times its standard error index. The "r" itself
was positive and large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indi¬
cated relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply that
there is statistically a significant relationship between the scores
on the intelligence test and the Stanford Achievement Test Jm for the
TV group.
"r" for Achievement (Non-TV).—Table 11, page 33, shows that
for the Non-TV group on the Initial Test that for the correlation
between the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Am, and the Stanford
Achievement Test, Jm, the "r" was .31, with a standard error of "r"
of .15, which was not statistically significant for it was not as
great as three times its standard error index. The "r" itself was
positive and was not large enough to warrant the conclusion that the
indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply
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that there is not a significant relationship between the scores on the
Stanford Achievement Test, Form Jm, and the Metropolitan Achievement
Test, Form Am, for the non-television group.
"r'* for Achievement (TV).—Table 11, page 33, also shows that
for the television group on the Initial Test that for the correlation
between the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Am, and the Stanford
Achievement Test, Form Jm, the "r" was .48, with a standard error of
"r" of .13, which was significant for it was as great as three times
its standard error index. The "r" itself was positive and was large
enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relationship was
significant. Therefore, the data imply that there is a significant
relationship between the scores on the Stanford Achievement, Jm, and
the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Am, for the television group.
"r" for Intelligence and Achievement (Non-TV).-*»Table 12, page
36, shows that for the Non-TV group on the final test that for the
correlation between intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
Test E) and achievement (Metropolitan Achievement, Form Bm), the "r"
was .17, with a standard error of "r" of .16, which was not significant
for it was not as great as three times its standard error index. The
"r" itself was positive and was not large enough to warrant the conclu¬
sion that the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the
data imply that there is not significant relationship between the
intelligence quotient and achievement scores for the Non-TV group.
”r" for Intelligence and Achievement (TV).—^Table 12, page 36,
shows that for the TV group on the final test that for the correlation
between intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E) and
TABLE 12
CORRELATIONS DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON IQ TEST E,
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST, Bm, AND THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT
TEST, Km, FOR NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE




r S« E* 2* S or NS r S • E* ^ S or NS
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
vs
Metropolitan Achievement Bm .17 .16 NS .67 .09 S
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
vs
Stanford Achievement Km .69 .09 S .54 .12 s
Metropolitan Achievement Bm
vs
Stanford Achievement Km .42 .14 S .52 .12 s
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achievement (Metropolitan Achievement, Form Bm), the "r" was .67, with
a standard error of ’’r'* of .09, which was significant for it was as
great as three times its standard error index. Therefore, the data
imply that there is a significant relationship between the scores on
the intelligence quotient and the final achievement test score for
the television group.
'*r" for Intelligence and Achievement (Non-TV) .-«*Table 12, page
36, shows that for the Non-TV group on the final test that for the
correlation between intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Test E) and
achievement (Stanford Achievement, Form Km), the "r" was ,69, with a
standard error of "r" of .09, which was significant for it was as
great as three times its standard error index. The "r" was positive
and was large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated re¬
lationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply that there is
statistically a significant relationship between the scores on the
intelligence test and the final achievement test for the non-television
group.
"r” for Intelligence and Achievement (TV).—Table 12, page 36,
shows that for the television group on the final test that for the
correlation between intelligence (Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
Test E) and achievement (Stanford Achievement, Form Km), the "r" was
.54, with a standard error of "r” of .12, which was significant for
it was as great as three times its standard error index. The "r"
itself was positive and was large enough to warrant the conclusion
that the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the data
imply that there is a significant relationship between the scores on
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the final Stanford Achievement Test, Form Km, and the intelligence
test for the television group.
"r” for Achievement (Non-TV)«—Table 12, page 36, shows that
for the non-television group on the final test that for the correla¬
tion between the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Bm, and the
Stanford Achievement Test, Form Km, the "r" was .42, with a standard
error of "r” of .14, which was significant for it was as great as
three times its standard error index. The "r" itself was positive
and was large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated
relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply that there
is a significant relationship between the scores on the final Stanford
Achievement Test, Form Km, and the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form
Bm, for the non-television group.
"r” for Achievement (TV).—Table 12, page 36, shows that for
the television group on the final test that for the correlation be¬
tween the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Bm, and the Stanford
Achievement Test, Form Km, the "r" was .52, with a standard error of
"r" of .12, which was significant for it was as great as three times
its standard error index. The "r" itself was positive and was large
enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relationship was
significant. Therefore, the data imply that there is a significant
relationship between the final scores on the Stanford Achievement Test,
Form Km, and the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Bm, for the
television group.
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Significant Difference between Correlations for the
Paired Variables of Intelligence and Achievement
For the paired variables of intelligence and initial achieve¬
ment in Social Studies the difference between the "r's” was as follows;
for the TV group the "r" of .29 indicated a Z score equivalent of .30;
for the non-TV group the "r” of .34 indicated a Z score equivalent of
.35. The standard error of the difference between the two Z's was .05.
The "t" for these data was .2, which was not significant since the
value of "t" must be equal to 2.724 with 34 degrees of freedom at the
one per cent level of confidence.
For the paired variables of intelligence and initial achieve¬
ment in Social Studies the difference between the "r's" was as follows:
for the non-television group the "r" of .82 on the Stanford Achievement
Test indicated a Z score equivalent of 1.16; for the television group
the "r" of .34 indicated a Z score equivalent of .35 on the Metropolitan
Test. The standard error of the difference between the two Z's was
.81. The "t" for these data was 3.2, which was significant since the
value of "t" must be equal to 2.724 with 34 degrees of freedom at the
one per cent level of confidence.
Table 13, page 40, shows that for the paired variables of
intelligence and initial achievement in Social Studies the difference
between the "r's" was as follows; for the TV group the "r" on the
Stanford Achievement Test of ,57 indicated a Z score equivalent of .65;
for the TV group the "r" on the Metropolitan Achievement Test of .29
indicated a Z score of .30. The standard error of the difference be¬
tween the two Z's was .35. The "t" for these data was 1,4, which was
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TABLE 13
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES AMONG THE "r's" ON THE INITIAL METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TEST, FORM Am, THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST,
FORM Jm, AND THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE TEST E
OF NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE
PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
Z score Diff.
Variables r equivalent between
Zi - Z2
Z1-Z2 '•t"
K-A—Metropolitan (TV) .29 .30
vs .05 .025 .2
K-A—Metropolitan
(Non-TV) .34 .35
K-A—Stanford (Non-TV) .82 1.16
vs • 00 .025 3.2
K-A—Metropolitan
(Non-TV) .34 .35
K-A—Stanford (TV) .57 .65
vs .35 .025 1.4
K-A—Metropolitan (TV) .29 .30
Metropolitan-Stanford
(Non-TV) .31 .32
vs .20 .025 .8
Metropolitan-Stanford
(TV) .48 .52
not significant since the value of "t” must be equal to 2.724 with 34
degrees of freedom at the one per cent level of confidence.
Table 13, above, shows that for the paired variables of achieve¬
ment in Social Studies the difference between the '•r’s” was as follows:
for the non-television group the "r" on the Metropolitan and Stanford
Achievement Tests of .31 indicated a Z score equivalent of .32; for
the television group the "r" on the Metropolitan and Stanford Achieve¬
ment Tests of .48 indicated a Z score of .52. The standard error of
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the difference between the two Z*s was .20. The "t” for these data
was .8, which was not significant since the value of "t" must be equal
to 2.724 with 34 degrees of freedom at the one per cent level of
confidence.
Table 14, page 42, shows that for the paired variables of
intelligence and final achievement in social studies the difference
between the '•r's” was as follows: for the television group the "r”
of .67 indicated a Z score equivalent of .81; for the non-television
group the "r" of .17 indicated a Z score equivalent of .17. The stand¬
ard error of the difference between the two Z's was .64. The "t" for
these data was 2.5, which was not significant since the value of "t"
must be equal to 2.724 with 34 degrees of freedom at the one per cent
level of confidence.
Table 14, page 42, also shows that for the paired variables
of intelligence and final achievement in Social Studies the difference
between the "r's" was as follows: for the non-television group the
"r" of .69 indicated a Z score equivalent of .85; for the non-TV group
on the Metropolitan Achievement Test the "r" of .17 indicated a Z
score equivalent of .17. The standard error of the difference between
the two z's was .68. The "t" for these data was 2.7, which was not
significant since the value of "t” must be equal to 2.724 with 34
degrees of freedom at the one per cent level of confidence.
Table 14, page 42, also shows that for the paired variables of
intelligence and final achievement in Social Studies the difference
between the "r's” was as follows: for the TV group the "r” of .54
on the Stanford Achievement Test indicated a Z score equivalent of
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TABLE 14
SlfflOFICANT DIFFERENCES AMONG THE "r’s" ON THE FINAL METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TEST, FORM Bm, THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST,
FORM Km, AND THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE TEST E
OF NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE
PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
Z score Diff.
Variables r equivalent between
Zi - Z2
Z1-Z2 ll|. ft
K-A—Metropolitan (TV) .67 .81
vs .64 .025 2.5
K-A—Metropolitan
(Non-TV) .17 .17
K-A—Stanford (Non-TV) .69 • 00
vs .68 ,025 2.7
K-A—Metropolitan
(Non-TV) .17 .17
K-A—Stanford (TV) .54 .60
vs ,21 .025 .8
K-A—Metropolitan (TV) .67 .81
Metropolitan-Stanford
(Non-TV) .42 .45
vs .13 .025 .5
Metropolitan-Stanford
(TV) .52 .58
,60; for the TV group the "r" on the Metropolitan Achievement Test of
.67 indicated a Z score equivalent of .81. The standard error of the
difference between the two Z's was .21, The "t" for these data was .8,
which was not significant since the value of "t" must be equal to
2.724 with 34 degrees of freedom at the one per cent level of confidence.
Table 14, above, shows that for the paired variables of final
achievement in Social Studies the difference between the "r*s" was as
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follows: for the non-television group the "r" of .42 indicated a Z
score equivalent of .45; for the television group the "r" of ,52 indi¬
cated a Z score equivalent of .58. The standard error of the difference
between the two Z's was .13. The "t” for these data was .5, which was
not significant since the value of "t" must be equal to 2.724 with 34
degrees of freedom at the one per cent level of confidence.
Resume of Findings.—All the quantitative measures basic to the
analysis and interpretation of the data presented throughout this
chapter are summarized in the three tables: Table 15, page 44, Table
16, page 45, and Table 18, page 47, with specific contents of the
tables indicated below.
1. On Table 15, page 44, the two groups, non-television group and
television group, have been compared for data on:
a. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E
b. The Metropolitan Achievement Test, Forms Am and Bm
c. The Stanford Achievement Test, Forms Jm and Km
2. On Tables 16 and 17, pages 45 and 46, a summary of the corre¬
lation between the variables for the non-television group and
the television group on:
a. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E
b. The Metropolitan Achievement Test, Forms Am and Bm
c. The Stanford Achievement Test, Form Jm and Km
3. On Tables 18 and 19, pages 47 and 48, a summary of the corre¬
lation of the two "r's'* (converted) for the non-television
group and the television group on:
a. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E
TABLE 15
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE TEST E,
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST, FORMS Am AND Bm, AND THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST,
FORMS Jm AND Km, ADMINISTERED TO THE NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH
GRADE PUPILS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
Components
Non-Television Television Difference Data




88.29 87 9.13 1.56 86.97 84 12.73 2.18 2.65 1.32 .5
Form Am
(Metropolitan)
34.99 35 8.52 1.46 3.4 31.72 33 6.24 1.1 3.0 1.80 3.27 1.82
Form Jm (Stanford) 18.14 16 8.49 1.45 2.0 19.37 19 7.35 1.26 2.1 1.92 1.23 .64
Form Bm
(Metropolitan)
35.23 35 6.09 1.04 3.4 35.57 35 5.7 .97 3.6 1.42 .34 .24
Form Km (Stanford) 33.20 32 10.08 1.72 3.6 27.47 26 9.09 1.56 3.0 2.53 5.73 2.26
TABLE 16
A SUMMARY OF THE CORRELATION OBTAINED BETWEEN THE VARIABLES ON THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON
IQ TEST E, METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST, FORM Am, STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST,
FORM Jm, AMONG THE NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS
AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
Variables
Non-Television Television
N r S. E.j. N r S. E.j.
Kuhlmann-Anderson
vs
Metropolitan Am 35 .34 .15 35 .29 .15
Kuhlmann-Anderson
vs
Stanford Jm 35 .82 .06 35 .57 .11
Metropolitan Am
vs
Stanford Jm 35 .31 .15 35 .48 .13
TABLE 17
A SUMMARY OF THE CORRELATION OBTAINED BETWEEN THE VARIABLES ON THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON
IQ TEST E, METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST, FORM Bm, STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST,
FORM Km, AMONG THE NON-TV AND TV GROUPS OF SEVENTY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS
AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
Variables
Non-Te1evision Television
N r S. E.j. N r S. E.^.
Kuhlmann-Anderson
vs
Metropolitan Bm 35 .17 .16 35 .67 .09
Kuhlmann-Anderson
vs
Stanford Km 35 .69 .09 35 .54 .12
Metropolitan Bm
vs
Stanford Km 35 .42 .14 35 .52 .12
TABLE 18
A SUMMARY OF THE CORRELATION OF THE TWO "r's" (CONVERTED) TO THE Z'S AS OBTAINED FROM THE
KDHLMANN-ANDERSON, METROPOLITAN AND STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TESTS BY THE SEVENTY
FIFTH GRADE PUPILS OF NON-TV AND TV GROUPS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1961-1962
Variables
Non-Television Television S. E.
- Z2 Diff. "t"
Z
N r z Nr z
Kuhlmann-Anderson vs
Metropolitan Am 35 .34 .35 35 .29 .30 .05 .025 .2
Kuhlmann-Anderson vs
Stanford Jm 35 .82 1.16 35 .57 .65 .51 .025 2.
Metropolitan Am vs
Stanford Jm 35 .31 .32 35 • 00 CM• 0CM• .025 .8
TABLE 19
A SDMMARY OF THE CORRELATION OF THE TWO "r's" (CONVERTED) TO THE Z'S AS OBTAINED FROM THE
KDHLMANN-ANDERSON, METROPOLITAN AND STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (FINAL) BY THE SEVENTY
FIFTH GRADE PUPILS OF NON-TV AND TV GROUPS AT EDMUND ASA WARE ELEMENTARY















Stanford Km 35 .69 .85 35 .54 .60 .25 .025 .1
Metropolitan Bm
vs
Stanford Km 35 .42 .45 35 .52 .58 .13 .025 .5
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b. The Metropolitan Achievement Test, FormsAm and Bm
c. The Stanford Achievement Test, Forms Jm and Km
Interpretative summaries of the quantitative data as consoli¬
dated in Table 15, page 44, Table 16, page 45, and Table 18, page 47,
which in turn were derived from the tentables of analyses and compari¬
sons, two tables of "r's,” and two tables of correlations of the two
"r's" (converted) for the two groups respectively, will be presented
in the paragraphs below.
Interpretative Summary of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
Test.—The data on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test for the non¬
television group and the television group may be summarized as follows:
1. On the total scores there were found to be not significant
differences among the pairing of the two groups.
2. It appeared that there were no significant differences in the
intelligence quotients of the seventy fifth grade pupils.
Interpretative Summary of the Am Form of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test.—The data on the Am Form of the Metropolitan Achieve¬
ment Test for the group of non-television and the group of television
pupils, as presented in Tables 3 and 4, may be summarized as follows:
1. On the total scores there were found to be no significant
differences among the pairing of the two groups.
2. There were no significant differences found by the data
studied.
Interpretative Sximtnary of the Jm Form of the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test.—The data on the Jm Form of the Stanford Achievement Test
for the non-television group and the television group, as presented in
Tables 5 and 6, may be stmmiarized as follows:
1. There were no significant differences foimd among the
pairing of the two groups.
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2. If any differences were expected, they could not be substanti¬
ated by the data studied.
Interpretative Summary of the Bm Form of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test.—The data on the Bm Form of the Metropolitan Achieve¬
ment Test for the non-television group and the television group, as
presented in Tables 7 and 8, may be svimmarized as follows:
1. On the total scores there were found to be no significant
differences among the pairing of the two groups.
2. There were no significant differences found by the data studied.
Interpretative Summary of the Km Form of the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test."The data on the Km Form of the Stanford Achievement Test
for the non-television group and the television group, as presented in
Tables 9 and 10, may be siammarized as follows:
1. On the total scores there were found to be no significant
differences among the pairing of the two groups.
2. There were no significant differences found by the data
studied.
Interpretative Summary of Correlations ("r*s") for Non-Tele¬
vision Group and the Television Group.—The data on the "r's" obtained
by correlating the scores of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test
and the Am and Bm forms of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, and the
Jm and Km forms of the Stanford Achievement Test for the non-television
group and the television group as presented in Tables 11 and 12 may be
summarized as follows:
1. For the non-television group, significant correlations terms
of the criteria of "r" were found to be positive between the
intelligence quotient and the Jm and Km forms of the Stanford
Achievement Test, and the Bm form of the Metropolitan Achieve¬
ment Test.
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2. Between intelligence quotient and the Am and Bm forms of the
Metropolitan Achievement and the Jm form of the Stanford
Achievement Test, the criteria of S. E. of "r" was found to
be not significant.
3. For the television group, significant correlations terms of
the criteria of S. E. of "r" were found to be positive and
significant between the intelligence quotient and the Metro¬
politan Achievement, form Bm, and the Jm and Km forms of the
Stanford Achievement Test, and not significant between the




Rationale.—Television teacliing is a relatively new trend and
the elementary school has accepted the challenge of using it as a
medium of instruction in the curriculum. The writer believes that
every advantage of the new instrument and technique which contributes
to the achievement of improving educational opportunities for our
children should be utilized. Our standards of education must be im¬
proved in the light of current and future demands, and television is
an integral part of progress in the educational field. The content of
the curriculum has been enlarged to include new learnings with tele¬
vision, and it enlarges the dimensions of the curriculum by intro¬
ducing a wider variety and greater availability of resources.
State School Superintendent Claude Purcell states that tele¬
vision teaching is considered a forward step for education in Georgia.
It is realized, however, that nothing can replace the classroom teacher,
but new tools such as television can strengthen the programs of every
local school and provide new learning opportunities for every child,^
Television made its first appearance in education in 1932 at
Iowa State University, however, it was not used for formal instruction
^The Atlanta Constitution. September 5, 1960, p. 8.
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until 1953.^ The John Hopkins University presented a series of
science programs in its local area, beginning in March, 1943, in
cooperation with Baltimore's WMAlR-TV and the Columbia Broadcasting
O
System. Today, with the pace of the sixties, half a million children
and adults receive regular instruction by television daily. Pittsburgh
school system was one of the first to broadcast televised programs to
assist teachers in their regular classrooms, using fifth grade level
as a beginning.^ It gave pupils more opportunities for independent
research, independent thinking, and increased ability in listening
skills. Television teaching is an important step in the desired expe¬
riences of boys and girls.
Television can vastly extend the reach of the nation's best
teachers, and can bring to pupils educational experiences far beyond
the potential of the conventional means of classroom teaching.^
Television is believed to be one of the most effective means of
human communication; hence, it can perform some functions in the teach¬
ing process with great effectiveness, as a rich source of motivation.
It is believed that through television the child who has not mastered
the basic skills will gain an opportunity to rely on his senses to
assist him in learning on a more nearly basis with the child possess¬
ing required study skill.
^Dave Chapman, Design for ETV; Planning for Schools with
Television (New York; Industrial Design for Educational Facilities
Laboratories, 1960), p. 3.
^Lynn Poole, Science Via Television (Baltimore: The John
Hopkins Press, 1950), p. 2.
^Chapman, op. cit.. p. 21.
^Fund for the Advancement of Education, Teaching by Television
(New York: The Ford Foundation, May, 1959), p. 5.
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The term, "educational television," gained widespread recogni¬
tion as a result of the action, in 1952, of the Federal Communications
Commission in reserving 242 television channels for non-commercial use
by educational interests in this country. By 1957, the number had
reached two hundred fifty-eight.^
Teaching with television is both exciting and challenging; how¬
ever, it is not merely another audio-visual aid, but a permanent tool
of education. Dr. John Barlow states that the modem teaching machine
goes beyond older methods which kept a record of errors of students so
that the student could be graded. The new element is a record of the
success of each item as a link in a sequence of problems and questions
which leads the student into new usages, concepts and insights. Teach¬
ing machines are no better than the material fed into them.^ Therefore,
television teaching offers the greatest potential in the broadest areas
than most of the audio-visual aids used frequently in the classrooms.
Through discriminative choice of programs, television children may
think better, become more creative, leam more and become better
persons. When any system of communication becomes available to a
large proportion of the population, it becomes a potential force in
education. The job of keeping abreast of the world and its happenings
is much easier and more meaningful because of the television. Great
success comes only with the careful selection of curriculum items
^James W. Brown, Richard B. Lewis, and Fred F. Harcleroad,
A-V Instruction Materials and Methods (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1959), p. 212.
^The Atlanta Constitution, January 1, 1962, p. 14A.
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to be taught, methods to employ, and teachers whose personalities
carry in the television classroom.^
The three types of educational television in use today are
closed-circuit, a television station, and a program production center.
The New York School Board adopted the program production center which
permits information to be manufactured for both closed-circuit and on-
the-air facilities, either live for simultaneous distribution or re¬
corded on videotape, kinescope, or film for subsequent distribution.^
The board felt that this program would be economical, efficient, and
effective. It can make program material for the other two forms,
closed-circuit and a station, and at the same time, serve as a student
training center.
Evolution of the Problem.—Television demands the very best in
teaching skill and is an exacting medium. An interest in this study
was inspired by direct contact in one of the public schools of Atlanta,
Georgia. After reading pros and cons during this research on educa¬
tional instruction by television, the writer was concerned with its
effectiveness in an experimental group and a control group of fifth
graders. The growing school population in Edmund Asa Ware School's
area prompted the initiation of the television instructional program
into operation to alleviate double sessions, and to keep more children
at school for the full day.
^Edwin Adkins, TV in Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1960), p. 66.
2Sol Comberg, "New York Builds an ETV Center," Overview
(February, 1961), pp. 55-56.
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Contribution to Educational Knowledge.—It is hoped that this
research study can be used as a guide to those whose interest is in the
improvement of television teaching in the elementary grades. It is
hoped that this study will also serve as a means of broadening the
television program to its fullest potential in this dynamic changing
society.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem involved in this study
was to determine the relative effectiveness of television teaching
upon the achievement in the social studies of seventy fifth grade
pupils of the Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia.
Limitation of the Study.—The research design did not provide
for a control of the incidental learning of social studies outside of
the classroom. Nor did the research design provide for the social
studies learnings gained from viewing television at home.
Purposes of the Study.~~The major purpose of this study was to
determine the differences, if any, in social studies achievement of
two groups of fifth grade pupils at Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School.
More specifically, the purposes were as follows;
1. To ascertain the difference in the general social studies
achievement of pupils with and without training through the
use of television.
2. To deteirmine the differences in the knowledge of the community,
state, and world between pupils taught by television and those
not taught by television with the use of achievement tests.
3. To determine the significant differences, if any, between the
correlations ("r's") for the television group and the non¬
television group on the paired variables of the test instru¬
ments for the respective groups of pupils.
4. To derive implications for the improvement of the use of
television programs in the teaching of social studies.
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Definition of Terms.—For the purpose of clarity, the specific
terms used in this study have been defined as follows:
1. "Educational Television" refers to programs operating under
the special reservation of the Federal Communications
Commission.
2. "Closed-circuit" refers to private reception of televised in¬
formation, which is made possible by transmitting from cameras
over wires, or by microwave, to receivers that are included in
a closed circuit.
3. "Open-circuit" refers to ETV by commercial networks.
4. "Classroom teacher" refers to one who works cooperatively
with the studio teacher and directly with the pupils.
5. "Studio teacher" refers to one who conducts telecasts via
television.
6. "Telecast" refers to a broadcast of both sight and sound.
7. "Control group" refers to pupils taught in the traditional
without the use of television.
8. "Experimental group" refers to pupils taught by means of
the television program.
Locale and Experimental Design.—The significant aspects of
the locale and experimental design of this research are indicated
below:
1. Place of Study—This study was conducted at Edmund Asa Ware
Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia. The school is located
in the northwestern section of the city. The school has an
enrollment of 1,140 pupils, with a grade range of kindergarten
through seventh grades; and its teaching staff numbering
thirty-six.
2. Period of the Study—This research was carried out during the
first twelve weeks of the first semester of 1961-1962, at
Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School.
3. Subjects—The subjects for this study were seventy fifth grade
pupils enrolled in the Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School,
Atlanta, Georgia. Their ages ranged from nine years to twelve
years. There were thirty-nine boys and thirty-one girls.
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4. Instruments—The following instruments were used to gather
the necessary data:
a. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E.
b. The Metropolitan Achievement Test, Forms Am and Bm.
c. The Stanford Achievement Test, Forms Jm and Rm,
5. Method of Research—The experimental method of research employ¬
ing the parallel group procedure where two groups of subjects
are studied simultaneously was used to gather data for this
study.
6. Procedure—The following procedural steps were used during
this research:
a. Permission was secured to conduct the study.
b. The related literature pertinent to this research was re¬
viewed, summarized and is presented in the finished thesis
copy.
c. Two groups, one was exposed to television training and the
other group was taught in the traditional manner by the
classroom teacher, were selected.
d. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test, the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Forms Am and Bm, and the Stanford
Achievement Test, Forms Jm and Km, were administered.
e. The data derived from the instriiments were tabulated,
assembled into appropriate tables, analyzed and inter¬
preted in keeping with the nature of the research.
f. The data derived from the tests scores were treated sta¬
tistically through the computation of such measures as:
mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of the
mean, "t," and "r."
g. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommenda¬
tions derived from the analysis and inteirpretation of the
data were included in the finished thesis copy.
7. Criteria of Reliability—The criteria of the reliability of the
statistical measures involved were: Fisher's "t" of 2.58 with
infinite degrees of freedom at the one per cent level of confi¬
dence. The one per cent level of confidence was chosen in
order that ninety-nine times out of every one hundred the
results would probably be accurate.
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Summary of Related Literature,—The summary of the literature
pertinent to the problem of the relative achievement in social studies
for television and non-television classes identifies the significant
theories, principles, and practices which follow immediately below.
1. Television can provide motivation for learning and can help
the teacher fulfill her responsibility of helping the individ¬
ual child extend his present interests and develop new ones.
2. The role of educational television is an extension of the edu¬
cational system to serve an immensely greater number of people.
3. The educational profession must welcome changes that may im¬
prove the quality and increase the quantity of education.
4. Television has the advantage of enabling demonstrations of
techniques and the presentation of concrete details which
would be impossible for a large audience.
5. The television has helped raise the quality of education in
the face of rising numbers of students and a shortage of able
teachers.
6. Educational television may be defined as programs operating
under the special reservation of the Federal Communications
Commission.
7. Television and other forms of visual aids offer the schools
the possibility of carrying on the first phase of the learning
experience in as large groups as administratively possible.
8. Television can portray history in the making, at the time it
is actually happening.
9. ETV is strongly supported and promoted by the Ford Foundation,
endorsed by educators, congressmen and senators.10.Television is hailed by some educators as a solution to many
educational problems of the population explosion, too few
buildings and classrooms, double shifts, and the shortage of
competent teachers.
Basic Findings.—The summary of the basic findings of this re¬
search deals with the significant differences, if any, in intelligence
and social studies achievement between the non-television group and
the television group of fifth grade pupils enrolled at Edmund Asa Ware




Tables 1 and 2
On the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test E, for the seventy
fifth grade pupils, the following measures were obtained. For the
non-television group, a mean score of 88.29, a median score of 87, a
standard deviation of 9.13, and a standard error of 1.56; whereas, for
the television group a mean score of 86.97, a median of 84, a standard
deviation of 12.73, and a standard error of 2.18. The two groups
showed a difference between the mean of 1.32, with a standard error
of the difference between the two means of 2.65, with a "t” of .5
which was not significant.
Metropolitan Achievement Indices
Tables 3 and 4
With reference to the performance of social studies, initial
testing period, the following measures were obtained. For the non¬
television group, a mean social studies achievement performance of
34.99, a median social studies achievement of 35, a standard deviation
of 8.52, and a standard error of 1.46; whereas, for the television
group a mean social studies achievement of 31.72, a median social
studies achievement of 33, a standard deviation of 6.24, and a stand¬
ard error of 1.1. The two groups showed a difference between the mean
of 3.27, with a standard error of the difference between the two means
of 1.80, with a "t” of 1.82 which was not significant.
Stanford Achievement Indices
Tables 5 and 6
With reference to the performance in social studies, initial
testing period, the following measures were obtained. For the
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non-television group, a mean social studies achievement performance of
18.14, a median social studies achievement of 16, a standard deviation
of 8.49, and a standard error of 1.45; whereas, for the television
group, a mean social studies achievement of 19.37, a median social
studies achievement of 19, a standard deviation of 7.35, and a stand¬
ard error of 1.26. The two groups showed a difference between the
mean of 1.23, with a standard error of the difference between the two
means of 1.92, with a "t" of .64 which was not significant.
Metropolitan Achievement Indices
Tables 7 and 8
With reference to the performance in social studies, final
testing period, the following measures were obtained. For the non¬
television group, a mean social studies achievement performance of
35.23, a median social studies achievement of 35, a standard deviation
of 6.09, and a standard error of 1.04; whereas, for the television
group, a mean social studies achievement performance of 35.57, a
median social studies achievement of 35, a standard deviation of 5.7,
and a standard error of .97. The two groups showed a difference
between the man of .34, with a standard error of the difference be¬
tween the two means of 1.42, with a "t" of .24 which was not significant.
Stanford Achievement Indices
Tables 9 and 10
With reference to the performance in social studies, final
testing period, the following measures were obtained. For the non¬
television group, a mean social studies achievement performance of
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33,20, a median social studies achievement of 32, a standard deviation
of 10.08, and a standard error of 1.72; whereas, for the television
group, a mean social studies achievement performance of 27.47, a median
social studies achievement of 26, a standard deviation of 9.09, and a
standard error of 1.56. The two groups showed a difference between
the mean of 5.73, with a standard error of the difference between the
two means of 2.53, with a "t" of 2.26 which was not significant.
Summary of Correlations
1. Initial and Final Achievement - Tables 16 and 17
Non-Television Group.—Correlation between intelligence quo¬
tient and initial achievement on the Metropolitan Achievement Test
showed a "r" of .34, with a standard error of "r" of .15, which was
not significant because the "r" was not at least three times greater
than the standard error of "r."
Correlation between intelligence quotient and final achievement
on the Metropolitan Achievement Test showed a "r" of .17 with a stand¬
ard error of "r" of .16, which was not significant because the "r”
was not at least three times greater than the standard error of "r."
Correlation between intelligence quotient and initial achieve¬
ment on the Stanford Achievement Test showed a "r" of .82, with a
standard error of "r" of .06, which was significant because the "r"
was at least three times greater than the standard error of "r."
Correlations between intelligence quotient and final achieve¬
ment on the Stanford Achievement Test showed a "r" of .69, with a
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standard error of "r" of .09, which was significant because the "r"
was at least three times greater than the standard error of "r."
Correlation between initial achievement on the Stanford
Achievement Test and the Metropolitan Achievement Test showed a '*r"
of .31, with a standard error of "r" of .15, which was not significant
because the ''r" was not at least three times greater than the standard
error of "r."
Correlation between final achievement on the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test and the Metropolitan Achievement Test showed a "r" of .42,
with a standard error of "r" of .14, which was significant because
the "r" was at least three times greater than the standard error of "r. '*
2. Initial and Final Achievement - Tables 16 and 17
Television Group.—Correlation between intelligence quotient
and initial achievement on the Metropolitan Achievement Test showed a
"r" of .29, with a standard error of "r" of .15, which was not signifi¬
cant because the "r" was not at least three times greater than the
standard error of "r."
Correlation between intelligence quotient and final achievement
on the Metropolitan Achievement Test showed a "r" of .67, with a stand¬
ard error of "r" of .09, which was significant because the "r" was at
least three times greater than the standard error of "r."
Correlation between intelligence quotient and initial achieve¬
ment on the Stanford Achievement Test showed a "r" of .57, with a
standard error of "r" of .15, which was significant because the "r"
was at least three times greater than the standard error of "r.”
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Correlation between intelligence quotient and final achievement
on the Stanford Achievement Test showed a "r" of .54, with a standard
error of "r” of .12, which was significant because the "r” was at
least three times greater than the standard error of '•r."
Correlation between initial achievement on the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test and the Metropolitan Achievement Test showed a "r" of .48,
with a standard error of "r” of .13, which was significant because the
"r" was at least three times greater than the standard error of "r."
Correlation between final achievement on the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test and the Metropolitan Achievement Test showed a "r" of .52,
with a standard error of "r" of .12, which was significant because the
"r” was at least three times greater than the standard error of "r."
Conclusions.—The findings of this research appear to warrant
the following conclusions:
1. It would appear that the non-television group and the tele¬
vision group of pupils enrolled in the fifth grade of the
Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School were of equal mental
development.
2. The data appear to warrant the conclusion that for compared
television and non-television groups in this school that
pupils learned with equal effectiveness in either the tele¬
vision and non-television teaching-learning situation.
a. Although the direction of effectiveness was in favor of
television method, there was no statistically significant
difference between the two methods.
3. The data appear to warrant the conclusion that there were no
significant relationships between the paired variables of
intelligence and achievement for either the television or
non-television group.
a. However, as to be expected, there was definite relation¬
ship between ability and scholastic achievement for either
of the two groups.
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Implications.—The findings and conclusions of this report on
research warrant that certain implications be drawn. The implications
of this study are;
1. The use of television did not prompt the expected level of
more effective learnings.
2. No significant statistical differences were observed in the
levels of accomplishment in the television and non-television
groups of pupils.
3. It is apparent that factors other than the use of the tele¬
vision instrument not only operative but should be taken into
full consideration in any study of the effectiveness of
instruction through television.
Recommendations.—The findings, conclusions and implications
derived from this research appear to warrant the following recommenda¬
tions :
1. To explore the extent of the influence of the regular class¬
room teacher on the effectiveness of television instruction.
2. To explore if television instruction is more adaptable to
some types of pupils than others.
3. To develop test materials which are particularly adapted to
telecasts of teaching-learning situation.
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IfM) 19^ 14-0 .
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Q_1 n 11-10 1 2-1 0
9-11 11-11 13-11
*In these spaces write zero scores and M.A. scores below those listed.
**In these spaces write M.A. scores above those listed.
To find the Median M.A. take average of the 5th and 6th highest scores.







(B) 8 17 2
5 3 6 (1)
9 15 (2)
5 3 2 (3)
4 16 (4)
2 17 9 (5)
9 3 6 2 (6)
4 2 15 (7)
1 6 3 2 (8)
7 9 1 8 2 (9)
8 3 5 6 2 (10)
4 2 5 1 3 4 (11)




bread meat eggs plate cheese
bush stone tree flower grass
1. top rattle doll sled playing
2. book marbles pencil map slate
3. cup saucer plate spoon bowl
4. skating language arithmetic spelling reading
5. apples peaches nuts pears cherries
6. mother cousin brother aunt friend
7. town house village hamlet city
8. sparrow butterfly bee rabbit eagle
9. you we and I he
10. free happy glad joyous pleased
11. automobile ship motorcycle bicycle airplane
12. general ensign major colonel captain
13. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous
14. amazement wonder surprise astonishment anger
15. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome rash
Test No. 21
EXAMPLES:
table box furniture bed cloth wood
apple cherry seed grow fruit leaf
1. silk red pretty dress fashion cloth
2. salmon meat water swim fish food
3. sheep flock animal meat woolly butchered
4. diamond precious value sparkles jewel ring
5. hammer carpenter nail tool useful iron
6. lettuce vegetable green leaves healthful garden
7. man boy strong fights muscle person
8. gun shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound
9. carpentry tools trade man wages house
10. gold bright valuable mineral ring money
11. wagon vehicle brake wood ride carriage
12. baseball practice diamond healthful team sport
13. bee wax birds honey insect stings
14. mustard burns spice powder strong flavor
15. honesty excellence best virtue right desirable
Test No. 22
EXAMPLES:
early slow wrong light big right
free good old heavy bad fast
1. old rich wide poor green full
2. light soon bad sick dark narrow
3. brown open full dark sorry empty
4. laugh now wait whistle study cry
5. soon above when even below back
6. strong fight weak muscle jump work
7. like fun friend cousin enemy skate
8. never where while still quickly always
9. sharp narrow point steep dull study
10. string line straight turn old crooked
11. health cheerful weight gloomy sleepy food
12. polite pupil behavior book rude funny
13. tennis easy punish lesson nice reward
14. add arithmetic wrong subtract fraction number












16. reef 31. lean
2. eyes 17. babe 32. omen
3. road 18. luna 33. scab
4. lace 19. amen 34. slot
5. dare 20. star 35. fear
6. reds 21. stir 36. mere
7. open 22. nets 37. done
8. arms 23. rags 38. true
9. lets 24. lamb 39. odes
10. dime 25. shot 40. earn
11. odor 26. made 41. mope
12. east 27. need 42. node
13. beak 28. stew 43. rash
14. rant 29. bred 44. boar
15. read 30. alas 45. test
Test No. 24
EXAMPLES:
table top paint legs cloth dishes
















story pages shelf picture printing
nuts fur tail cage tree
hair owner mouse claws milk
arms legs rocker seat comfort
sidewalk window bed furnace door
shoes legs suit head knife
furniture lamp people walls ceiling
encore performer violin singing
applause music
officers tents fighting soldiers ships
deaths
music wine guests dancing food
laughter
alarm flame danger heat fireman
insurance
winds death thunder danger snow wrecl
banquets meetings committees clubhouse
fun members
sentence crime defendant judge jury
guilt




chair book couch desk box letter
dog cheese dish potato table bread
1. dirt iron force silver wool wire
2. ship waves cart road wagon bricks
3. store banana basket apple seed plum
4. sea rock mountain lake storm river
5. glass hat room ribbon basket dress
6. robin winter horse song squirrel fence
7. rain wind sky steam heat water
8. brass piano violin party pleasure flute
9. submarine officer duty bomb trench gun
10. poetry physics physiology beauty chemistry
resonance
11, sermon newspaper manuscript book magazine
speech
12. house cave barn hotel store castle
13, paper crayon pencil blackboard pen ink
14. frog feathers fish chicken animal duck




The third letter of the alphabet is
The second letter before the sixth letter is
1. The fifth letter of the alphabet is i
2. The second letter before the last letter is 2
3. The third letter before M is 3
4. The letter midway between H and N is 4
5. The second letter after the fourth letter is 5
6. The letter two letters to the right of the letter E is 6
7. The first letter to the left of the tenth letter is .... 7
8. The letters of the word the in the order in which
they come in the alphabet are ,8
9. The letters of the word boy in the order in which
they come are 9
10. The word you get by putting the first letter between
the two middle letters of the alphabet is lo
11. The word you can make out of the fifth letters from
the ends, using one of them twice is 11
12. The word you get by putting the first and fifth letters
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Social Studies Information CONTINUED
HISTORY (Contd.)
34 The man who was mainly responsible for writing
the Declaration of Independence was —[e]John Adams [f] Benjamin Franklin
[g] George Washington [h] Thomas Jefferson35The scientists and scholars who have given us most
of our knowledge about ancient peoples are the —[a]zoologists [b] botanists[c]archeologists [d] embryologists 43 The Crusades began during the —[a]11th century [b] 12th century[c]14th century [d] 16th century44 Our best sources of information about how men livedbefore writing was invented are the —[e] tools early man used[f] stories handed down from father to son[g] bones of early man found in the earth[h] geological findings of early plant and animal life
36 The Philippines were granted their independence
by—
[e] the United States [f] Spain
[g] England [h] the United Nations
37 The medieval trade fairs were important events
because they led to —
[a] battles between rival cities
[b] fun and recreation for the nobles
[c] exchange of ideas and products
[d] the end of battles and wars between nobles
38 Men from which one of the following countries were
first in discovering and exploring the Americas?
[e] Portugal [f] England
[g] France [h] Spain
39 The Reformation was begun by the teachings of—
[a] Johann Gutenberg
[b] Henry VIII of England
[c] Martin Luther
[d] Oliver Cromwell
40 What island in the West Indies did the United States
get as a result of the Spanish-American War?
[e] Puerto Rico [f] Cuba
[g] Haiti [h] Trinidad
41 The George Washington of South America was —[a]Jose San Martin [b] Bernardo O’Higgins
[c] Simon Bolivar [d] Pedro Mendoza
42 The western boundary of the United States at the




[h] Rio Grande River
CIVICS
45 The most important of the freedoms enjoyed by an
American is the freedom to —
[a] wear the kind of clothes he likes
[b] buy the kind of food he wants
[c] worship as he pleases
[d] have vacations from his work
46 Which of the following is elected to office by the
voters?
[e] police chief [f] high school principal
[g] fire chief [h] mayor
47 An organization whose purpose is to aid in times of




[d] Daughters of the American Revolution
48 To become an American citizen, an immigrantmust—
[e] be naturalized
[f] go to school
[g] save money
[h] own land





[d] motion picture theaters
50 Which of these people is most likely to be paid from
public funds?
[e] an entertainer [f] a teacher
[g] a pilot [h] a milkman ^
4 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
51 Many towns have unpaid volunteers working as —[a]mechanics [b] teachers[c]city managers [d] fire fighters
52 The most important of all the groups to which a
person belongs is the —
[e] family [f] club
[g] town [h] nation
53 The first ten amendments to the Constitution of the
United States are called the —
[a] Preamble
[b] Magna Carta
[c] Bill of Rights
[d] Articles of Confederation
54 Which is responsible for the greatest waste of our
natural resources each year?
[e] forest fires [f] floods
[g] hurricanes [h] earthquakes
55 The biggest expense of a town or city is for its —[a]libraries [b] health program
[c] playgrounds [d] schools
56 Which one of the following groups is least likely to
be eligible to vote in national elections?
[e] farmers who have government help
[f] factory workers in certain states
[g] women who are working
[h] workers going from state to state
57 Public libraries receive most of their support from —
[a] state funds
[b] the national government
[c] private loans
[d] town or city funds
58 The introduction of a new labor-saving machine may
cause temporary —
[e] rent increases [f] unemployment
[g] higher prices [h] labor shortage
59 Of the following, the most serious problem which




[d] transportation of food
60 The chief reason that many qualified persons do not
vote is that they are —
[e] not interested
[f] unable to get to the polls
[g] ignorant of the issues
[h] not members of a political party
V








Read each question below and decide which is the best answer.
{Specific directions for marking your answers will he read to you by your^^examiner.)
Use the map below in answering questions 1 -8. The point of highest elevation probably lies nearest—[1]A [2] B [3] K [4] L
/.
/
A bridge across a man-made waterway is at[5]D [6] E [7] C [8] L
A sheltered harbor reached by passing under a bridge
is at— [1] A [2] M [3] 0 [4] E
y^n automobile moving across bridge C to B would be
traveling— [5] northwest[6]northeast [7] southwest [8] southeast
The river which has a navigable tributary is —
[1] N [2] 0 p] F [4] A
A lake is located at—
[5] E [6] H [7] J [8] A
The body of water separating B and R is —
[l] a lake [2] an isthmus [3] a fjord [4] a bay
The land form across which a canal has been cut is
called — [5] an island
[6] a delta [7] a peninsula [8] an isthmus
Use the map below in answering questions 9-15.
Population of Cities and Towns
o 250 - 5000
O 5000■10000
© 10000-25,000
r~h 25000 and over
O State Capitals
☆ Airports
*30* Miles between points
5^ U. S. Highways










9 A town of less than 5,000 population located south
and slightly west of Edmore is — [l] Spiritwood[2]Prairie Park j [3] Park River [4] McHenry
10 As shown on the inset, in which section of Edmore
is Prairie Park located?
[5] south of Route 18 [6] west of Park St.[7]north of the school [8] north of Central Ave.
n As shown on the inset, the building at the inter¬
section of Routes 3 and 18 is a — [1] church
[2] bus station j [3] city hall [4] park pavilion
\i2 What is the general direction from Cathay to Park
River by the shortest automobile route?
[5] northeast ' [6] southwest[7]southeast ■ [8], northwest
13 How far and'in what direction is it from the bus
station to the intersection of Central Avenue and
Park Street?
[1] two blocks east [2] one block south
[3] one block north [4] three blocks north
'■w'
14 About how many miles is it by automobile from
Park River to Spiritwood? [5] sixty
[6] fifty [7] forty-five [8] forty
15 How many different state highways are shown?
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In this test there are four possible answers for each question. Read each
question carefully and decide which one of the answers is best. A
{Specific directions for marking your answers will be read to you by your examiner.)
SAMPLE: America was discovered by —
[a] Cortez [b] Balboa [c] Columbus [d] Cabot
GEOGRAPHY
1 A lowland area between hills or mountains is a —
[a] peak [b] valley
[c] crest [d] pass
2 The earth makes one complete turn on its axis
every —[e]12 hours [f] 24 hours
[g] 7 days [h] 30 days
3 The main crop raised by the Virginia colonists in the
early 1700’s was —
[a] sugar [b] tobacco
[c] rice [d] corn
4 Where does the needle of a magnetic compass point
under normal conditions?
[e] south [f] east
[g] north [h] west
5 Which of the following crops is generally regarded as
most important in the economy of southeastern
United States?
[a] rice [b] com
[c] cotton [d] wheat
6 The influence of weather is most important in the
case of —
[e] farming [f] mining
[g] manufacturing [h] banking
7 The South American country producing the most
coffee is —
[a] Peru [b] Argentina
[c] Bolivia [dj Brazil
8 The principal food in China, India and Southeast
Asia is —
♦ [e] corn [f] rice[g] wheat [h] barley
9 Electric power is abundant in Switzerland because
of the —
[aj waterfalls [b] mountains
[c] lakes [d] plateaus
10 Which of the following bands of states makes up the
major range lands in the United States?
[e] Georgia to Maine
[ f ] Louisiana to Minnesota
[g] Texas to Montana
[h] California to Washington
11 Rubber grows best in —
[a] hot, dry lands [b] hot, wet lands
[c] cold, dry lands [d] cold, wet lands
12 In ancient times, permanent settlements of people
became possible with the development of —
[e] Are [f] domesticated animals
[g] agriculture [h] the wheel
13 The largest continent is —
[a] Africa [b] Australia
[c] Europe [d] Asia
14 The amount of warmness or coolness of the air is
called the —
[e] climate [f] temperature
[g] humidity [h] altitude
15 About 3500 B.c. an important use of water resources
by river-valley people was —
[a] water storage in pots [b] harbor building
[c] well digging [d] irrigation
16 The chief purpose of early exploration was to —
[e] find shorter and better trade routes
[f] find out if the earth were round or flat
[g] develop better sailing vessels
[h] discover new continents
17 The most densely populated region in the United
States is the —
[a] southwest [b] southeast
[c] northeast [d] northwest
2 nn HM TH TUC MCVT OAOf-
GEOGRAPHY (Contd.)
18 The country in the Western Hemisphere having the
• largest area is —fe]Canada [f] the United States
^ [g] Argentina [h] Brazil
19 The most important farm products of Midwestern
United States are —fa]corn and hogs [b] wheat and fruit
fc] cotton and rice [d] alfalfa and cattle
20 The tundra region of Canada does not have many —
[e] animals [f] lakes
fg] small plants fh] trees
27 Which one of the following states was once an inde¬
pendent republic?
[a] Texas [b] Nevada
[cj Utah [d] Oregon28The nation which was primarily responsible for open¬
ing up Japan to the modern world is —
[ e ] England [ f ] France
[g] China [h] the United States29The main concern of man in the early stages of his
history was —
[a] clothing [b] recreation
fc] food fd] housing
. HISTORY21Daniel Boone is best known as an American —
* fa] statesman fb] pioneer
fc] general fd] farmer
’
22 Lewis and Clark are famous in American history
chiefly because they —
fe] captured British forts in the Revolutionary War
ff] were great Indian fighters
fg] were fur traders
, fh] explored the great Northwest
23 America’s greatest inventor in the field of electricity
, was —
fa] Robert Fulton fb] Thomas Edison
fc] Alexander Bell fd] Cyrus McCormick
24 The chief sources of food in the "Stone Age’’ were —
^ fe] wheat and corn ff] green vegetables
[g] wild game and fish fh] raw fruit
.» 25 The first American atomic bomb used in warfare was
dropped on —
fa] Japan fb] Italy
* fc] Germany fd] Algiers
30 Which one of the following colonies was established
by the Quakers?
fe] New York f f] South Carolina
fg] Massachusetts fh] Pennsylvania
31 Which of the following is an island group which be¬
came independent in 1946?
fa] Solomons fb] Philippines
fc] Marianas fd] Formosa
32 A country’s exports are the goods that it —
fe] gets from other countries
f f ] taxes most heavily
fg] consumes itself
fh] ships to other countries .
33 Before Europeans came to the American continents,
the Indians there did not have —
fa] horses fb] dogs
fc] llamas fd] buffaloes
34 The first ships to sail around the world were under
the leadership of —
fe] Columbus ff] Marco Polo
fg] Vasco da Gama fh] Magellan
26 The international event that brought the United
• States into World War II was the —
♦
fe] German submarine blockade of shipping lanes
ff] Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
fg] British evacuation of Dunkirk
fh] Fall of France to the Germans
35The battle which ended the Revolutionary War was





I 3 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ^
Social Studies Information continued
36
HISTORY (Contd.)
American cowboys learned much of their way of life
from the —[e]Spanish ranchers [f] Forty-niners
[g] French-Canadians [h] American farmers




develop a successful reaper[b]John Heath
[d] Eli Whitney38In which of the following colonies was freedom of
religion first established?
[e] Virginia [f] Massachusetts
[g] New York [h] Rhode Island
39 A resource most recently unused but now vital to
the defense of the free world is —[a]salt water [b] iron ore[c]uranium ore [d] forest products
40 The world seemed to grow in' size between 1400 and
1900 chiefly because of man’s —
[e] explorations and trade
[f] ability to work with tools
[g] ability to communicate
[h] discovery of fire and the wheel
41 Most of the countries in South America are —[a]monarchies [b] anarchies
[c] republics [d] dependencies
42 The eighteenth century includes the years —
[e] 1900-1999 [f] 1700-1799
[g] 1800-1810 [h] 1800-1899
43 The Monroe Doctrine was intended to protect Latin
American countries from —
[a] Japan and other Asiatic powers
[b] major powers of Europe
[c] the United States
[d] England
44 How many years are in a decade?
[e] 10 [f]20
[g] 50 [h] 1000
CIVICS
45 A city gets most of its money by —
[a] selling bonds
[b] charging fees for its services
[c] levying taxes
[d] fining law breakers
46 The place where people go to vote is called the —
[e] forum [f] court
[g] party headquarters [h] polls
47 Which of the following is the legislative branch of
the United States government?
[a] the Presidency [b] the Supreme Court
[c] the Congress [d] the House Rules Committee
48 Streets and highways are usually built by —
[e] cities only [ f ] states only
[g] neither cities nor states [h] both cities and states
49 A relatively recent development in the treatment of
delinquent children is the belief that they should
be —
[a] treated as adults in court
[b] helped rather than merely punished
[c] subjected to less parental control
fd] held responsible for their acts
50 Citizens are best able to keep informed about the
actions of their state government through —
[e] party leaders [f] newspapers
[g] public meetings [h] popular magazines
51 The federal government provides financial assistance
for most older people through the —
[aj Postal Savings System
[bj Securities and Exchange Act
[c] National Labor Relations Act
[d] Social Security Act
52 The chief executive of a city government is usually
called the —
[e] mayor [f] governor
[g] alderman [h] director
53 A program for preventing the waste of forests and
other natural resources is called —
[a] exploitation [b] preservation
[c] conservation [d] excavation *
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CIVICS (Contd.) 57
An important factor in the growth of slum areas
is —[e]unemployment [f] climate
[g] disease [h] crime
The organization most directly concerned with pre¬
venting the spread of communicable diseases in the
population is the United States —
[a] Immigration Service
[b] Army Medical Corps
[c] Department of Agriculture
[d] Public Health Service
A person who runs for a town office must be a —
[e] business man in the town
[f] politician
[g] professional man
[h] legal resident of that town
Trial by jury” originated in —[a]Holland [b] France
[c] Germany [d] England
58 Which of the following is usually paid for his work
by the city or town government?
[e] mailman [f] policeman
[g] insurance agent [h] baseball player
59 Since United States citizens are often exposed to
propaganda, it would be wise for them to —
[a] stop reading newspapers and magazines
[b] learn how to analyze information
[c] listen only to entertainment programs on radio
and television
[d] assume that everything they hear is untrue
60 Which of the following groups most recently ob¬
tained the right to vote in the United States?
[e] women [f] Indians
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directions: In each exercise, one of the four numbered answers is the best answer. Mark
the answer space that is numbered the same as the best answer. The sample is marked
correctly.
sample:
A- The United States flag is red, white, and — 1 black 2 green 3 blue 4 yellow a.
1 People who hve in cities depend upon farmers for —
1 homes 2 electricity 3 jobs 4 food i
2 Lighthouses are built along coasts — 5 to warn ships of danger
6 as places to eat 7 to mark fishing grounds 8 to sell things 2
3 Letters from friends are carried to us by the —
1 milkman 2 policeman 3 sheriff 4 mailman 3
^ A grain used as food by many people is —
5 alfalfa 6 wheat 7 sugarcane 8 potato 4
® The shape of the earth is most like that of —
1 a shoe box 2 an ice-cream cone 3 a plate 4 a ball 5
® A chief food of Eskimos is — 5 fish 6 vegetables 7 fruits 8 cereals e
Children living in the United States today are most likely to wear clothes made of —
1 homespun wool 2 fur 3 cotton 4 fiax 7
® When the top of a map of the United States is north, the bottom of the same map is —
5 south 6 east 7 southwest 8 west s
® Most transportation in the Sahara Desert is by —
1 oxen 2 elephant 3 boat 4 camel 9
A man-made water route is —
5 an ocean 6 a strait 7 a canal 8 a river 10
A man who works with wood is a —
1 plasterer 2 carpenter 3 plumber 4 painter u
12 The “forty-niners” were seeking chiefly —
5 free land 6 gold 7 adventure 8 furs 12
^3 Many Indians wore a kind of shoe called a —
1 tepee 2 wampum 3 moccasin 4 hogan 13
The capital of the United States is —
5 Washington 6 New York 7 Philadelphia 8 Chicago 14
At an election, people —
1 sell things 2 buy goods 3 pay fines 4 choose leaders 15
Each star in the United States flag stands for a —
5 State 6 city 7 president 8 battleship la
The earliest kind of home was probably a —
1 clay hut 2 cave 3 tent 4 log cabin 17
18 The musical instrument most often carried West in the covered wagons was the —
5 radio 6 piano 7 clarinet 8 banjo **
18 The country bordering the United States on the south is —
1 Mexico 2 Honduras 3 Panama 4 Cuba 19
88 Midwestern farmers work in the fields least in the —
5 spring 6 summer 7 fall 8 winter ^
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3^81 The one of these which may contain all the others is a —
1 village 2 state 3 city 4 county 21
88 A large ranch in mountainous areas is most likely to sell —
5 wool 6 milk 7 vegetables 8 chickens 22
88 In early times, candles were usually — 1 made at home
2 shipped from England 3 made in our factories 4 brought from Japan 23
8^ Almost every small town has —
5 a hospital 6 a factory 7 a post office 8 an oil well 24
8® A child would most likely be familiar with camels if he lived in —
1 Greece 2 Spain 3 Egypt 4 Bulgaria 25
86 The Pilgrims originally came from — 5 France 6 Spain 7 Sweden 8 England 20
87 The great pioneer leader in Kentucky was —
1 Boone 2 Clark 3 Marion 4 Carson 27
88 Texas was once owned by — 5 Portugal 6 Great Britain 7 Russia 8 Mexico. , 28
88 A Revolutionary War general who later became President was —
1 Tyler 2 Washington 3 MacArthur 4 Jackson 29
88 Which of the following places is farthest from the United States?
5 Alaska 6 Canada 7 India 8 Newfoundland 30
81 A country noted for its dairy products is — 1 Denmark 2 Spain 3 Egypt 4 India 31
88 The invention of the steam engine made possible the invention of the —
5 reaper 6 locomotive 7 sewing machine 8 Bessemer converter 32
88 A traveler on the Congo River would be most likely to see a —
1 whale 2 rabbit 3 penguin 4 hippopotamus 33
8^ A country with many great dikes is — 5 France 6 Holland 7 England 8 Italy 34
8® The highest officer of a city usually is the —
1 alderman 2 mayor 3 chief of police 4 councilman 35
86 Who built one of the first successful steamboats? 5 Hayes 6 Ford 7 Fulton 8 Wright 36
87 The Nile River flows through — 1 India 2 Egypt 3 Arabia 4 Syria 37
88 The largest country in South America is — 5 Chile 6 Argentina 7 Peru 8 Brazil. . ss
88 In order to vote, a person in the United States must —
1 be a citizen 2 have property 3 pay taxes 4 have been born in the U. S.. . 39
18 A great deal of gold is mined in — 5 Tennessee 6 Alaska 7 China 8 Ohio 40
11 A popular amusement in ancient Rome was —
1 soccer 2 chariot racing 3 cricket 4 golf 41
18 The Isthmus of Panama connects North America with —
5 the West Indies 6 Europe 7 South America 8 Asia 42
18 Seattle is in — 1 California 2 Washington 3 Oregon 4 Idaho 43
11 An important occupation in colonial days was that of—
5 locomotive engineer 6 plumber 7 blacksmith 8 telegraph operator 44
1® A famous Confederate general was —
1 George Dewey 2 Nathanael Greene 3 Stonewall Jackson 4 George Meade 45
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The country with the largest area is — 5 Russia 6 United States 7 China 8 India 46
Many very large ranches are to be found in —
1 Argentina 2 Italy 3 Japan 4 France 47
A state producing much oil is— 5 Iowa 6 Nebraska 7 Delaware 8 Oklahoma. .48
Rome is the capital of— 1 Greece 2 Italy 3 Tunis 4 Libya 49
The United States government has provided reservations for —
5 Chinese 6 veterans 7 Indians 8 Negroes 50
Longitude is measured in — 1 acres 2 miles 3 kilometers 4 degrees 51
52 The telegraph was developed by — 5 Howe 6 Fulton 7 Whitney 8 Morse 52
55 A product which comes from animals is — 1 cork 2 cheese 3 apples 4 paper 53
54 Land surrounded on three sides by water is called —
5 an island 6 a peninsula 7 a delta 8 a plateau .h
55 In western United States, Indian homes were usually built and cared for by the —
1 children 2 women 3 young men 4 old men 35
56 Which of the following is the hottest zone?
5 Frigid 6 North Temperate 7 South Temperate 8 Torrid sa
57 The Great Central Plains of the United States is a land of—
1 farms 2 mines 3 plantations 4 forests .37
58 A leader of the Quakers was — 4"^
5 Peter Stuyvesant 6 Lord Baltimore 7 William Penn 8 Roger Williams ss
58 Alaska was purchased from — 1 Russia 2 Japan 3 Spain 4 Great Britain... 59
66 An important river of Europe is the — 5 Nile 6 Yukon 7 Indus 8 Danube eo
61 Which of the following is used for hatching chickens?
1 carburetor 2 incinerator 3 pedometer 4 incubator m
62 The meat of the calf is called — 5 veal 6 venison 7 pork 8 mutton 02
63 An American explorer, famous for his recent Antarctic expeditions, is —
1 Peary 2 Amundsen 3 Stefansson 4 Byrd («
64 Deep soils are most often found in— 5 mountains 6 plateaus 7 valleys 8 steppes 64
65 The Chinese belong to what race?
1 Negroid 2 Polynesian 3 Caucasian 4 Mongolian go
66 Clara Barton is remembered as — 5 a writer 6 a singer 7 a nurse 8 an officer oe
67 Moses was a great — 1 lawgiver 2 author 3 poet . 4 explorer e?
68 George Westinghouse invented the —
5 automobile 6 helicopter 7 jet engine 8 airbrake es
68 The treaty after World War I provided for the —
1 Hague Tribunal 2 League of Nations 3 United Nations 4 Universal Postal Union g9
70 Johann Sebastian Bach was a noted— 5 composer 6 sculptor 7 writer 8 architect 70
71 Jury service helps preserve — 1 free speech 2 free assembly 3 fair trial
4 protection agjunst search 71
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■^2 The process of vulcanizing rubber was developed by —
5 Ford 6 Goodyear 7 Duryea 8 Westinghouse 72
The Sahara Desert is located in —
1 North America 2 Africa 3 South America 4 Asia Minor 73
The highest court in the United States judicial system is the —
5 Supreme Court 6 Probate Court 7 Court of Appeals 8 Circuit Court... 74
The climate of the greatest portion of South America is —
1 hot and dry 2 cold 3 cold and dry 4 hot and damp 75
Through which of the following are citizens contacted most frequently?
5 political conventions 6 newspapers 7 public meetings 8 scientific magazines 76
An elevated tableland is called a — 1 valley 2 cape 3 forest 4 plateau.... 77
The most immediate problem caused by sudden growth of a city is in its —
5 housing 6 form of government 7 school system 8 playgrounds 78
The earliest form of trade was —
1 barter 2 purchase with money 3 purchase with jewels 4 by use of credit 79
Which of the following means of travel probably was invented first?
5 buggy 6 cart 7 stagecoach 8 bicycle so
Many aqueducts were built by the — 1 Romans 2 Hindus 3 Piets 4 Arabs si
The laws of the United States government are made by the —
5 President 6 Governors 7 Supreme Court 8 Congress 82
Both state and federal governments can —
1 declare war 2 coin money 3 tax incomes 4 establish post offices ss
^ Chivalry was part of the education of feudal —
5 serfs 6 freemen 7 knights 8 monks 84
European expansion in the Americas was discouraged by the —
1 Concordat of 1801 2 Monroe Doctrine 3 War of 1812 4 French Alliance 85
Of these countries, the Mohammedan religion is most common in —
5 Greece 6 Mexico 7 Turkey 8 Japan so
Failure of an individual to obey a court decree is called —
1 indictment 2 injunction 3 slander 4 contempt 8?
The outdoor leisure-time activity in which the most United States citizens participate is —
5 playing tennis 6 playing football 7 riding in automobiles 8 hunting.... 88
Alexander Fleming of England discovered —
1 jet propulsion 2 aureomycin 3 mesons 4 penicillin 8j
Medieval monks copied many old books on —
5 monk’s cloth 6 parchment 7 papyrus 8 printing presses go
The Armada was a great fleet of — 1 England 2 Japan 3 France 4 Spain 91
Primary legal responsibility for education in the United States rests with the —
5 states 6 counties 7 cities 8 villages 92
An early leader of the woman-suffrage movement was — 5
1 Betsy Ross 2 Florence Nightingale 3 Susan B. Anthony 4 Jenny Lind 93
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The greatest peacetime use of finished steel plate in the United States is for —
5 automobiles 6 bridges 7 railroads 8 agriculture 94
The first great railroad was the —
1 New York Central 2 Baltimore & Ohio 3 Pennsylvania 4 Union Pacific. .95
Switzerland has —
5 good harbors 6 no seacoast 7 many fiords 8 a rugged seacoast 96
9'^ A parliament is a — 1 trust 2 court 3 legislature 4 cabinet 97
The first great American steel manufacturer was —
5 Rockefeller 6 Goodyear 7 Chrysler 8 Carnegie 98
The steel mills of the world usually have been located to be close to —
1 coalmines 2 waterpower 3 oilfields 4 electric power 99
10® The Australian ballot has resulted in —
5 the direct primary 6 open balloting 7 bribery of voters 8 secret balloting 100
Federal courts have jurisdiction in all cases concerning — 1 maritime violations
2 truancy 3 highway speeding 4 property violations 101
^02 The original United Nations charter provided for a Security Council with a membership
of— 5 5 nations 6 9 nations 7 11 nations 8 15 nations 102
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